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Abstract — Intrusion detection systems and other network
security components detect security-relevant events based on
policies consisting of rules. If an event turns out as a false
alarm, the corresponding policy has to be adjusted in order
to reduce the number of false positives. Modified policies,
however, need to be tested before going into productive
use. We present a visual analysis tool for the evaluation
of security events and related policies which integrates data
from different sources using the IF-MAP specification and
provides a “what-if” simulation for testing modified policies
on past network dynamics. In this paper, we will describe
the design and outcome of a user study that will help us to
evaluate our visual analysis tool.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Today’s computer networks are highly dynamic, with
mobile devices being temporarily attached, users logging
on and off, and applications and services being updated at
frequent, but non-regular intervals. Together with growing
network sizes this proposes a challenge to the monitoring
of network activity and the detection of security threats
or attacks.

Network security detection systems rely on data from
many different sources: firewalls, network access con-
trol (NAC) components, vulnerability scanners, intrusion
detection systems (IDS), etc. Usually several different
detection systems are used in parallel, as no common data
model for these different sensors and actors exists. Fur-
thermore the amount of data produced and security events
triggered by detection systems as well as the network
dynamics make it difficult for network administrators to
decide whether an event is critical, of minor significance,
or even a false positive.

Several visualization approaches have been proposed
to support the analyst in monitoring and inspecting the
security relevant data, e. g., visualizing relations between
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hosts, users, and applications [1], [2], visualizing the in-
formation from log files of different security components
like Snort [3], or visualizing attack graphs in order to
specifically analyze intrusion detection events [4]. Some
approaches provide dashboard-like visualization systems
to identify possible interesting spots of data [5], [6].

Our approach tries to integrate these different ap-
proaches to visualize specific parts of the data into one
integrated data model and visualization, that allows to
use arbitrary data from extensible sources to then perform
both monitoring and in-depth analysis.

Security detection systems like IDS rely on rules and
policies describing potential vulnerability or attack pat-
terns, which have to be configured for the specific network
in order to balance the detection rate against the false
positive rate. Different approaches exist to automate or
assist the configuration with varying amount of manual
or automatic means, e. g., [7]–[10].

In our approach we try to integrate the process of
adjusting the configuration of detection systems based
on a previous analysis and to simulate and afterwards
evaluate the outcome of the changes. This simulation can
be done with historical data, i.e. real events that happened
in the network, in order to re-evaluate them with an
adapted configuration of the detection systems.

II. VISUAL ANALYSIS AND “WHAT-IF” SIMULATION

In our previous work we presented a visual network
analysis framework which allows the integration of data
from different data sources as well as the visualization
of historic data and network changes between two time
instances [11] (and references therein). The software
architecture and the data model rely on the Interface
for Metadata Access Points (IF-MAP) specification [12].
IF-MAP defines a graph-based data model including
physical and logical network components via identifiers
and metadata. A MAP server collects data from different
sources and allows clients to subscribe to the information.
In Fig. 1 the basic architecture of the framework is
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shown. The capabilities of the framework can be extended
by adding additional IF-MAP clients, that can act as
sensors and actors. These clients can either attach existing
software and hardware to the IF-MAP environment or
integrate completely new methods of analysis to the
framework.

The framework includes the possibility to visualize the
network state together with a graphical representation of
the policy which triggered a security event. An example
is shown in Fig. 2. Within the graphical representation,
the connection between the security event, the responsible
policy elements and the processed input for the detection
are explicitly shown, minimizing additional manual ag-
gregation of these different sources of information. In a
further step our framework allows to modify the rules of
the detection policies and simulate the policy evaluation
with the past network dynamics [11], thus providing a
“what-if” functionality that allows the testing of policy
changes, e. g., in order to reduce the number of false
positive events.

The policies and their rules as well as detected incidents
are therefore also integrated as IF-MAP data. This allows
to map the incident itself to both the data that was used
for the detection process as well as the actual parts of
the policy that were used. This allows for the user to
investigate the incidents cause and plausibility, as all
further information attached to the actual input can be
taken into account easily and directly. The visual analysis
tool presents means to manipulate the rules directly. The
taken changes are then implemented via standard IF-MAP
data exchange mechanisms. The “what-if” functionality
works by adding a dry-run processing mode to the used
detection components, where all relevant input to a pre-
viously detected incident is evaluated with the changed
policy, concluding in a evaluation result that can then be
compared to the original result.

The software framework, including the IF-MAP server
irond, the two correlation engines irondetect and irongpm,
the visualization component VisITMeta, as well as a set
of IF-MAP clients that connect existing software—e.g.
OpenVAS, nmap—, is available as a suite of open-source
projects on Github [13].

III. DESIGN OF THE USER STUDY

We designed a user study to evaluate our solution ap-
proach and the prototypical implementation. The group of
test subjects includes persons with various backgrounds:
undergraduate and graduate students who have attended
lectures in computer networks (some also in IT security),
Ph.D. students and scientific personnel from different
research projects, and network administrators.

The study consists of three different scenarios along
with a list of tasks that have to be performed by us-
ing several of the software components depicted in the
framework, with the visual support component as the
main tool for interaction. The test subjects are asked to

Figure 1. The framework architecture including sensors and
actors (red), analysis components (blue), and databases (green).

answer the tasks on paper, including a questionnaire based
on a German translation of the System Usability Scale
by John Brooke et al. [14], with adaptations in respect
to the prototypical nature of the software itself and the
primary focus on the general handling with the data and
the tasks at hand for the first scenario. For an additional
qualitative evaluation, a questionnaire at the end of the
study document allows the participants to express their
personal opinions on the software and the benefits or
drawbacks of the proposed methods for completing the
tasks.

The first scenario introduces the test subjects to a
small network depicting a simplified enterprise network
consisting of infrastructure components, some business
related services (e.g. a database or a web-server) as well
as some endpoints used by users within the network. The
tasks of the first scenario asks the subjects to answer
different questions on the state of the network and its
components by aggregating the information presented via
the visualization component VisITMeta and the under-
lying data model. In comparison, the test subjects are
then asked to perform similar tasks and answer similar
questions, but this time without the visual representation
via an integrated data model. The test subjects will have
to use and aggregate the required information by using a
set of log files, configuration files and reports from the
same components that were used before. The sequence of
these two variations—first working with VisITMeta and
then based on log files and vice versa—will be changed
randomly for every participant. This aims at minimizing
the learn effect between the two variants; a participant
completely inexperienced with network analysis could
possibly perform better at the second variant, as the
participant may have learned about the specific keywords
and connections during working on the first variant.

In the second scenario, the subjects have to perform



Figure 2. Screenshot of VisITMeta with an example graph showing the network state (right) together with the policy that triggered
a security event (left), where the actual detection result is represented via the “pattern-matched” node (middle); some UI elements

were hidden for this screenshot.

an analysis of a situation where a given policy of a
detection component with multiple rules has detected
several security events in order to determine, which rule
did work correctly in regard to what it should have
detected. This includes the analysis of the connections
between the events, their corresponding rules from the
policy, and the input data that was used. The scenario
therefore depicts a situation where two different attackers
try to gain access to a service within the network, which a
specific vulnerability was identified for by the infrastruc-
ture components. One attacker uses an attack method—
identified by a running Snort component—that utilizes
the proper common vulnerability and exposure (CVE)
id related to the vulnerability, while a second attacker
uses a different attack method with a CVE id that does
not match any present vulnerabilities. The policy of the
detection system in use consists of two similar rules, one
of which is defined specifically to detect attacks to existent
vulnerabilities—i.e. CVE id of the attack matching the
CVE id of an identified vulnerability—, whereas the
second rule does not check if the used vulnerability is
even existing. The test subjects will then have to retrace
the detection process and the involved rules to determine
the usefulness of both rules.

The third scenario will ask the test subjects to adapt
a given configuration based on finding an error within a
rule together with the what-if simulation with a previously
false registered event and to evaluate their changes based
on the simulation results. The test subjects will have to
identify the correct policy element that has to be changed,
perform that change and trigger the “what-if” simulation
afterwards, comparing the result of before and after the
changes to the policy.

The three scenarios are meant to build upon one
another, introducing the test subjects to the idea of the
integrated data model as well as the visualization compo-
nent as their main interaction point, and both expand the
scope of what can and has to be done within the tasks
and simultaneously maintaining the same mental image
for the representation of the network and its processes.

All tasks will be done with simulated data in respect
to data from sensors and therefore be identical for every
test subject. The data will mimic actual sensors and actors
of the framework that adapt different real world systems
like OpenVAS, Snort or FreeRADIUS. To simulate the
data, i.e. the actual IF-MAP graph data, a simulation
environment that allows to mimic the real-life IF-MAP
clients and their output is used, while running a real MAP
server, the detection components and the visualization
component.

The study concludes with a set of specific questions in
regard to the participants opinion about working on the
tasks before, like working with the VisITMeta software
in contrast to using log files and configuration data, or
if other parts of the concept—consistent visualization be-
tween scenarios or integration of rule data—were helpful.

The participants also have the possibility to answer with
free text in regard to their experienced difficulties while
working on the tasks of the study, functionality they might
have missed for answering the tasks and the possibility
to express general comments on the user study.

A small questionnaire finally asks about their personal
background—highest education, current employment or
education—as well as their previous experience with the
analysis of log output, software and hardware for network
security tasks in general, and whether they had prior



knowledge on the IF-MAP specification or the VisITMeta
software.

IV. EXECUTION OF THE STUDY

The user study was successfully conducted during April
and May 2019 with in total 12 participants. Regarding
highest education, 6 of them had finished their bachelor’s
degree in Applied Computer Science, 4 had finished their
master’s degree in Applied Computer Science, and 2 did
have the qualification for university admission.

In terms of their current employment or education, 6
participants were studying for their master’s degree in
Applied Computer Science while 1 was studying for their
bachelor’s degree. 2 participants were working as admin-
istrators for a university IT support team; one of them
was also at the same time one of the master’s students. 2
participants were currently working as research assistants,
with one of them actively working on their doctoral thesis.
1 participant was working at a company as an IT security
consultant.

According to the questionnaire on their prior knowl-
edge and experience, the group of participants was mod-
erately experienced in the analysis of log output—based
on an average score of 2.3 in the corresponding question,
with values ranging from 0 meaning no experience up to
4 for very experienced—as well as the usage of software
and hardware for network security—also based on a
average value of 2.3. Only 2 participants stated that they
had no previous experience in log analysis (1 participant)
or network security (1 participant). In regard to already
being experienced with either the IF-MAP specification
or the VisITMeta software, 5 already had knowledge of
IF-MAP—average value of 0.6—and 3 of VisITMeta—
average value of 0.6.

As mentioned in the previous section, the study was
conducted in 2 variants, where the sequence of the first
two tasks was changed, distributed randomly and evenly
between all participants—6 used variant A of the study
while the other 6 used variant B.

During the study, the participants were able to ask the
leader of the study on any problems they might have
with the tasks or software. On average, the duration of
a single study took about 1 hour and 45 minutes, while
the fastest and slowest participants took 1 hour and 26
minutes and 2 hours and 10 minutes, respectively. The
study was designed to consist of rather complex scenarios,
including only a short introduction into the data provided
for the tasks and therefore relied on the participants to
investigate and become familiar with the software, the
data and thus the network represented by the data, which
resulted in a high average duration.

V. RESULTS OF THE STUDY

The system usability score was determined for both
variants of the first scenario. In average, the first scenario
with the basis for completing the tasks being logging

output and configuration files was a score of 40.6, with
a minimum of 5.0 and a maximum of 90.0, the median
being 26.3.

For the second variant, i.e. working on similar tasks but
with the usage of VisITMeta and an IF-MAP database, the
average SUS score was 69.8, with the minimum being
20.0 and the maximum score at 95.0. The median SUS
score was 73.8.

Comparing the two scores, the second variant with
VisITMeta was rated better that the first variant. The
highest values for the first variant were mainly given
by participants with medium to high previous knowledge
and experience with logging output analysis and network
security in general; most of the participants with low or
no previous knowledge gave a higher SUS score for the
second variant.

A. Errors and Results of the Actual Tasks
The results of the actual tasks of the user study as noted

by the participants allow to determine whether they could
answer them correctly.

Given the answers to the first scenario while using
logging output and configuration files, they show that the
participants could answer questions on what devices and
services were present in the network mostly correctly.
When answers were incomplete, it seems that the files
provided were not checked thoroughly; one participant
actually skipped half of the tasks due to the amount of
text to examine.

The second variant of the first scenario, i.e. using Vis-
ITMeta to solve similar tasks, was also mostly answered
correctly. When answers lacked information, it seems due
to either a slightly imprecise wording of the questions or
not identifying the IF-MAP node having the questioned
information.

In the second scenario, the participants had to analyze
a given rule system in combination with some detection
events. The main errors in regard to the given answers
were that of the three distinct detection events oftentimes
only two were noted, which could be due to a possible
overlapping or occlusion in the graphical representation.
Two participants were not able to identify the attacker
and/or the target of the events. A task to identify the rule
of a given set of two rules which would likely produce
more false positive results was answered correctly in 10
of 12 cases, with the rest being unanswered.

The third scenario involved identifying a specific node
in the data, edit it and perform a what-if evaluation with
subsequent comparison of the results. This was done
mostly correctly, were in only one case no answer was
given and in several cases the actual node was not given,
but the one directly one layer higher in the rule hierarchy.

In general, of the 14 tasks in total per user study—
excluding one additional task where the participants only
had to follow some instruction and thus no answer or feed-
back had to be given—and among the 12 participants—



making a total 168 tasks in all studies combined—, 5 were
unanswered (3,0%), another 5 were incorrectly (3,0%),
51 partially correctly (30,4%) and 107 (about 63,7%)
correctly answered.

B. Answers Given in the Questionnaire

The last part of the user study results are given by the
answers of the participants to the enclosing questionnaire
in the study document.

The first part consists of 4 questions, where the par-
ticipants had to state their agreement to a statement on a
range from from 0—meaning no agreement—up to 4—
meaning full agreement.

The first of these rating questions asked whether the
tasks of the first scenario could better be worked on by
using the VisITMeta solution in contrast to working with
logging output and configuration files. The average rating
was 3.3, with minimum at 0 and maximum at 4. As
the median rating was also 4, this indicates that most
participants do find working with VisITMeta—at least in
regard to the first scenario of network monitoring—to be
easier.

The second questions asked whether the consistent
visualization between the different scenarios when using
the VisITMeta software and the IF-MAP database was
helpful. Similar to the previous questions, the average
rating was 3.3, with a minimum of 2 and a maximum of
4. With a median rating of 3, this also indicates that the
participants rather agree with the statement that consistent
visualization was helpful.

The third question asked the participants whether they
were aware of the fact, that the information presented
by the VisITMeta software was gathered by different
components in the first place. The average rating was
2.6, with a minimum of 1 and maximum of 4, while the
median rating being 3. This represents that the participants
are slightly aware of the nature of the information; it
was not necessary to be aware of that for answering the
questions, so this may be a hint that the interconnection of
data reduced the need to know the origin of that data. As
long as the connecting edges support logical names, the
bridge between actual distinct information sources blurs.

In the fourth question the participants had to state their
agreement to the statement that the integration of the rules
of a detection component into the general database as well
as the interconnection between them was helpful. Here
the average rating was 2.8, the minimum and maximum
were 1 and 4 respectively, and the median rating was 3.
On average, the participants did agree with the integration
of the rule system being helpful. Perhaps the agreement
could have been higher if the participants had been
given more time to get to know the rule structures and
the connection to the data their corresponding detection
systems used.

C. Participant Feedback

The last questions regarding the content of the user
study were giving the participants the possibility to ex-
press themselves via three free text questions. One of
them aimed at the problems that had occurred while
gathering all information that were necessary to answer
the tasks. The most problems were caused by the layout of
the nodes by and in VisITMeta, as associated information
could be positioned apart from each other and would
have to be identified by following all outgoing edges. The
navigation from one node to another via the connecting
edges was also mentioned as a problem, especially with
overlapping edges of other nodes. Part of the layout
problems was the possible occlusion of some nodes by
others.

Problems rooted in the nature of the data were mainly
expressed in regard to the rule systems of the used
detection systems irongpm and irondetect. Also, some
participants said that their missing experience with Vis-
ITMeta and IF-MAP graphs, i.e. the concrete data types,
specific nodes and structure of the data was a cause of
problems or delays when answering the questions.

The second question aimed at giving direct feedback on
missing functionality in VisITMeta to successfully or at
least better work on the scenarios of this study. Similar to
the answers to the previous question, the wish for a better
layout of the information—including less overlapping,
occlusion and positioning of associated nodes over too
much space—was mentioned.

Additionally, a functionality to group multiple nodes
and be able to collapse and expand them as needed as well
as a functionality to directly filter the data were asked for.

Another repeatedly mentioned missing functionality
regarded the emphasis and highlighting of information,
especially the outgoing edges of a selected node to be
able to find the neighbors more easily.

One feature idea was a combination of both the log
output or configuration data and the VisITMeta approach;
selecting information in either one could be used to select
all occurrences in the other representation, e.g. selecting
an IP address in the DHCP servers configuration or lease
file would select the corresponding IF-MAP node for
further analysis.

Some quality-of-life features like adding a shortcut to
directly enter the search field or an undo-functionality
were also described, as well as the availability of some
sort of help functions and a tutorial.

The last free text questions allowed to state general
comments on the study; one participant explicitly noted
that previous knowledge in networks and network security
was required to answer the questions of the study

In addition to the feedback of the participants gathered
by their answers and notes in the study document, oral
comments from during and after the study were also
noted. These also included wishes for additional or differ-



ent functionality of the VisITMeta software, such as dif-
ferent behavior when dragging and dropping nodes in the
visualization, or the question whether their exists another
representation of the rule system of the irongpm detection
system. Also, during observation of the participants while
using the VisITMeta software, some additional bugs and
unwanted behavior could be noted. A wide range of users
without experience with the software using it the first
time, this user study also qualified as a kind of beta test
of the software itself.

VI. ASSESSMENT AND DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

The outcome of the user study in general shows that
our approach for the visual analysis of network security
is suitable and usable even by people new to the software.

Among other things, this is indicated by the difference
in the system usability scores of both used variants. In
average, a participant rated the VisITMeta variant at about
29.2 points better than the non-VisITMeta variant, in spite
of the problems and missing features of the prototypical
implementation.

Although almost all participants used the VisITMeta
software for the first time and were also new to both
the IF-MAP database and the different rule systems
of components like irongpm or irondetect, they mostly
executed the tasks of the study successfully and correctly.

All rating questions from the questionnaire—excluding
the third—showed that at least some participants did not
agree with the helpfulness of our approach respectively
were rather neutral on the helpfulness. This was not
mainly stated by the participants with high experience
in network security and analysis, but found at different
experience levels.

The identified problems within the software VisITMeta
are mainly located in the areas of node positioning, in-
formation highlighting and filtering. These are in general
considered in our approach and sometimes already noted
as possible enhancements to the software, as it being a
prototype and thus not including all conceptual parts in
detail.

VII. FUTURE WORK

Based on the results of the user study the user interface
and the visualization approaches will be further enhanced
by implementing missing features and working on the
problems identified by the user study.

Afterwards it would be possible to conduct a second
user study, partially designed to check whether these
problems could be minimized. This second user study
could also include a more detailed introduction and prepa-
ration of the participants in regard to the software and the
utilized data types.

One open task is the scalability of the system for
large networks. In terms of the visualization, different
techniques to reduce the amount of data shown to the
user could be investigated. Such techniques could include

a level of detail-mechanism, where the amount of nodes
shown on screen depends on the zoom scale; groups of
associated nodes would be collapsed into meta-nodes at
a specific zoom distance.

Besides that further analysis components are developed
or adopted to the IF-MAP specification, thus enhancing
the environment of the prototypical implementation, e. g.,
using machine learning methods for the creation of de-
tection rules.
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